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1990s Document Based Questions
The document in question, which suggests redrawing borders ... undoubtedly a “revival of the aggression that we saw in the 1990s.” However, Turkovic said that she believes that “no one ...
Disputed memo on partitioning Bosnia sparks fears of violence
in the way many did in the militia days of the 1975-1990 civil war. In response to a question about Hezbollah's plans, Leila Hatoum, an adviser to the caretaker prime minister, said the country ...
With food and fuel, Hezbollah braces for the worst in Lebanon collapse
The story of SEO and UX began almost 20 years ago with both making a foray into the market in the 1990s After years of analyzing data ... there are times when you need to explicitly ask: These are key ...
UX: an important SEO ranking factor
According to OneZero’s analysis of grand jury testimony and hate crime prosecution documents, Patton pled guilty to involvement in a 1990 shooting ... simply accepted based on Banjo’s ...
Government audit of AI with ties to white supremacy finds no AI
Although the Guiding Principle’s IDP definition is visionary for a framework devised in the 1990s and explicitly ... and humanitarian frameworks. The question is how these recent advances ...
Adapting the guiding principles to new realities
QAnon is a conspiracy movement based on postings from an anonymous account ... over a several year period beginning in the late 1990s. “Fred and Aubrey’s attacks made an initial splash ...
How HBO Helped the Guy Hosting QAnon Dodge a Serious Accusation
HBO released its own film, “The Wizard of Lies,” based on a book by Diana Henriques ... He was Nasdaq chairman in 1990, 1991 and 1993. Mr. Madoff had already begun managing private wealth.
Bernie Madoff Dead at 82; Disgraced Investor Ran Biggest Ponzi Scheme in History
The report, which The Associated Press has read, comes amid efforts by Rwanda to document the role of French ... law firm of Levy Firestone Muse, is based on a wide range of documentary sources ...
Rwanda report blames France for ‘enabling’ the 1994 genocide
A brief, one-and-a-half-page response claimed that Keefe’s questions were “replete with ... Purdue introduced OxyContin in the late 1990s, at a moment when the medical profession was seeking ...
For the Sackler family, a dynasty built on medicine, marketing and pain
In fact, by some measures, this is the worst start of the year for investment grade corporate since the 1990s. One of the ... Joining us to answer those questions and more is Bill Mann, Senior ...
How Do SPACs Work?
The latest questions involve text messages that Mr ... The Ministerial Code, which sets out standards of conduct, is a toothless document that says nothing about lobbying, she said, and can ...
‘It’s a Paper Tiger.’ Britain’s Lobby Laws Under Fire as Johnson Fights ‘Sleaze’ Label
International concerns remain about the U.S.’s own ability to keep such promises if a different presidential candidate wins in 2024, and there are questions ... by 2030 based on 1990 levels.
U.S. summit tests Biden and Suga's ability to lead on climate change
Another study suggests that the number of Arctic flashes may have tripled within the last decade alone—though some researchers question that ... Ground-based networks, which use sensors that ...
Once-rare Arctic lightning is now more frequent—and may reshape the region
Now President Biden’s decision to withdraw military forces has prompted a central question: Will the threat ... “This isn’t the 1990s when Al Qaeda set up camps, and they had the Taliban ...
Will Afghanistan Become a Terrorism Safe Haven Once Again?
Satellite images and data obtained by The Associated Press document for the first time the ... even at the height of the peace process in the 1990s. The Palestinians view the settlements as ...
Trump-Era Spike in Israeli Settlement Growth Has Only Begun
The head of a Florida-based technology company who has used ... according to an Antrim County court document. He was part of a team that examined the county’s voting machines and claimed in ...
Founder of company hired to conduct Maricopa County election audit promoted election fraud theories
The races for Places 1 and 2 on the Abilene City Council are overshadowed by big questions ... making its decisions based on information "probably stricter than it should have been." ...
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